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Juggler Hearing

Listen to KUN¥
WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 651!-4 times, ,2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tion.o Buildinll:', or telephone 277-4002 or
277·4l02.

FOR RENT
FURNISHED efficiency apartments, Newly decorated, near UNM. Tropical Arms,
512 Ortiz SE. Ulldcr now management,
$85 utilities paid. 256-7842 after 5 p.m.
11/1,2,8,6.

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED to buy portable comb<>-Qrgan',
Phone 256-2981 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE
'64 MGB convertible. Lots of extras. Call
242-5333 after six or all day Sat. & Sun.
Must sell. $1450. 11/1, 2, 3,6.
1958 FORD V·8. Automatic transmission,
·power steel-ing & brakes. Good condi·
tion. $395.00. C!!ll after 6 p,m, 242-5550.
11/1, 2, 3, 6.
1966 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE convertible.

Excellent condition. New tires, white
walls, radio & he~tcr, Good top & many
ex.tras. See and make offer, Phone 298-

1636. 11/1, 2, 3, 6,
1966 RABiliT Scooter. Excellent condition.
$200.00. Phone 243·4640,

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588.

WANTED: Typing, Term papers, theses,
dissertations. References. Phone 242-2495.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. lf we
don't hnve them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list, MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gl!t Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
NEED bread? Distribute Psychedelic posters, etc. Write to The Joyce Co. Ltd.,
734 Bay St., San Francisco, Calif, 94109

(Continued from page 1)
.
to his employe~ only soCial~y acceptable prmc1ples _ of. fatrness
need apply. Th~ ob.Jective of the
formal proceedmg IS not to provide an. .arena
for combatants,
. f
t'
bout but
the
1
to so IClt m orma Ion a
_

~~:.ti~egs ~~r iej!~ti~C: ~':r::~~t~;:e

·
code contmues.
"The ke words here are 'emp}oyer,' 'e~ployee,' and •stewardshi ,' "boal'd chairman Huber said
1
'ght "A hearing is not a
as m
•
.
• d' ·
trial or any kmd of .Ju .lCia1 prod'
t II It 1s ll'relevant
';~0 m:ri!gs athe complaint. We
must ask ourselves if Mr. Burton
violated one of our policies-that
is all," he said.
There are no Publications Board
standards designed specifically for
The Juggler. The editor is l'equired to adhere to only those sta"!-dards in the official statement which
are "applicable" for a humor magazine . The standards for good
taste, adopted Jan. 5, 1965, for The
Lobo read in part as follows:
"Writers shall refrain from
holding· up to malicio_us, ridic~le
the physical characteristics of Individuals, from attacking individuals or groups on irrelevant personal grounds (i.e.,. grounds irrelevant to the issue in question),
and from· coaching in excessively
vituperative and insulting language."
"Standards of good taste shall

f

be adhered to in all.phases of pu~lication. Writers shall retfraan
from expressing a prurient or
leering attitude toward sex and
ploiting material which has
shock value only."
H u b er sat'd 1ast m'ght that "the
board m11 st decide if these standards ~re applicable to a humor
magazme."
. .
B d d 'd
If Pubhc~tw~s oar . ec~ es. a
formal hearmg ts. necessar.Y 1t will
schedu~e . e~ecutive ,sess1ons to
hear mdtv1dual, pr1vat~ arguments by each complamt and
d b tes In additi'on the board
e a •
•
may call in expert w~tnesses.
The board may decide to take
no action on any of the.c~arges, o:
take one of three pumbve steps_.
Editor Burton may b~ ~epn
manded, censured, or d1srmssed.

Casey Optical Co.
24 hour
Service Available
9:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
P&rsonalized Styling
Repair Service
Sun Glosses
Next door to Your Drugstor&
4312 Lomas NE
255-6329

Looking for a place
to take your date after
the game . . .

St.

LOST
AN ANTIQUE Gold Earring, ball-shaped
for pierced ears. In or ncar Education
Ccmplcx. Reward offered, After 5 call
264-6280.
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Ben Shahn & Richard Hudson: KUBO·
YAMA & The SQ'g& of the Lucky Dragon.
A memorial to Aikic.hi Kuboyama of the
fishing boat Lucky Dragon, victim of the
1954 Bikini H-bomb explosion. 36 illus.
by Shahn, 10 in full color.
Pub. at $5.95
Sale $2.98
THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM.
The Persian astronomer-poet's famous
celebration of love. 7 full-page draw•
ings by J. Yunge Bateman; handsomely
bound.
Pub. at $7.50
Safe $2.98
CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL IDEOLO·
GIES. Edited by Joseph S. Routek,
Pub. at $10.00
·
Sole $2.98
THE FIRESIDE BOOK OF FOOTBALL, ed.
by Jack Newcombe.
Pub. at $8.95
Sale $3.98
Sain or Fraud-VERDfCT ON SCHWEITZ·
ER The Man Behind the Legend of Lambo~ehe. Stimulating cmd iconoclastic.
Sole $1.00
Pub. at $4.95
ARISTOTLE DICTIONARY, ed. by
lhomas P. Kiernan, 524 pp.
Pub. at $7.50
Sale $2.98

V:(fno.Z.'fN:·
..

Candidatesfor- . •
'
·
BS, MS, PhD degrees in Chemistry, BS,
MS degrees in ChE, ME, EE

~Of~Z.

part. The group is protestmg the presence of Dow recruiters because the company manllfactures napalm, a product that
allegedly led to genocide in
VIet Nam.

h~s

~

MEXICO
Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Fre

Mee·t the Man·
from Monsanto

Wednesday, November 8, 1967

SHORT DICTIONARY OF MYTHOLOGY.
By P. G. Woodcock.
Sale $1.00
Pub. at $3.75
CLASSICS OF GREEK LITERATURE, Ed.
by Harry Wedeck. Massive anthology of
Greek literature.
Pub. at $6.00
Sale $2.98
Christopher Isherwood: RAMAKRISHNA &
HIS DISCIPLES: Excellent biography of
the great Hindu mystic. 33 Illustrations.
Pub. at $7.50
Sale $2.98
Or. Albert Schweitzer: PILGRIMMAGE TO
HUMANITY.
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00
An Introduction to CHINESE ART, by
Mario Prodan. 77 illus., some 1n full
color. 220 pp.
Special Import $2.98
An Introduction to EGYPTIAN ART,
by Borris de Rachewitz. 112 illustra·
lions. 256 pp.
Special Import $2.98
THE FUTURE: OF SCIENCE. By Bertrand
Russell.
Pub. ot $2.75
Sole $1.00
THE LOST GENERATION OF 1914. By
Reginald Pound.
Pub. at $S.OO
Sale $1.98
A HISTORY OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT,
by John Laurence:. Illustrated.
Pub. at $5.00
Sale $2.98
FLEMISH PAINTING, by Gregory Martin.
24 full/color plates, many full-page size.
Pub. at $5,00
Sale $1.98
HALF-WAY TO THE MOON: New Writings
from Russia. !:d. by P. Bloke and M.
Hayward.
Pub. at $5.95
Sole $2.98
SHORT DICTIONARY OF ~LASSICAL
WORD ORIGINS. By Hany E. Wedeck.
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00

THOUGHTS .AND M~DITATIONS: Conveys the spiritual message of Gibran.
Pub. at $3.00
Sale $1.00
MIRRORS OF THE SOUL: Collection of
lyrical writings af Gibran.
Sale $1.00
Pub. of $2.75
THE PROCESSION: Includes his p<>etry, drawings.
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00
SPIRITS REBELLIOUS: This is the volume that cuused Glbran's exile.
Pub. at $2.7S
Sale $1.00
THE WISDOM OF GIBRAN: Aphor•
Isms and Maxims.
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00
JAPANESE ART. By Raymond Johnes. 48
Full Color reproductions.
·
Special Import $2.98
CLASSICS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE, edited
by Joseph S. Roucek.
Pub. at $6.00
Sale $2.98
Spinoza 1 LETTERS TO FRIEND AND FOE.
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00
VENETIAN PAINTING. By Marco Valsecchi. 56 pp. 24 color plates, loYz"x14%".
Pub. at $5.00
Sale $1.98
BEING AND NOTHINGNESS. Sy Jean·
Paul Sartre. The dlflnitive Sartre.
Sale $3.98
Pub. at $10.00
MICHELANGELO. By Ni~holas Wodley. 55
Full Color Plate~.
Special Import $2.98
IHE WISDOM OF OSCAR WILDE,
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00
THE IMMORTAL KAHLIL GIBRAN
THE BROKEN WiNGS: lender story
of Glbran's love for Selma Karamy.
Sale. $1.00
Pub. at $3.00

November 17 ·
Sign up for an interview at your placement office.

This year Monsanto will have many openings
for graduates at all degree levels. Fine positions
are ope~ all over the country with America's
3rd largest chemi~al company. And we're still
growing. Sales have quadrupled in the last 10
years . . • in everything from plasticizers to
farm chemicals; from nuclear sonrces and
chemical fibers to electronic instruments. Meet
the Man from Monsanto- he has the facts
about a fine future.

ROBERT FROST AND JOHN BAIITLETT:
The Record of a Friendship.
Pub, at $5.00
.
Sale $1.00

THE DIVORCE, by Mdrvln H. Albert.
Story of tho divorce of Henry VIII.
Sal& $2.98
Pub, at $.5.95

In dealing with Dr. Redman's
statement, Coleman began a discussion on ci vii rights and black
power. "Hey man, we're here to
protest against Dow and napalm,"
one sign-carrying student said.

One eldet'ly man told Coleman,
"If we are not going to protest
against napalm then I shall
leave." Coleman quickly returned
to the subject at hand.
During the course of the intergroup dialogues, Coleman invited
individuals with opposing opinions to address the crowd and several people took him up on it,
some backing the U.S. stand in
· Viet N am, others supporting the
right of Dow to recruit on campus.
"We recognize the right of Dow
to recruit and to make napalm
but we also have the right to
protest their doing so," Coleman
said later.
<1%''
"If we can just air some of the
differences between t h e two
groups of people who attended
the first day of demonstration,
then the whole thing will be an
outstanding success," he said.
Coleman indicated that today's
pt·otests will not include any open
dialogue such as yesterday's, but
that an open rally has been
planned for Thursday at the Free
Speech Area at the patio on the
north side of the Union.

Williams Appears Tonighl

***

Dismissal of Charges

THE COMPLETE ADVENTURES OF OSTAP BENDER. By !If and Petrov. A sparkRUSSIAN SYNTAX, by Anna H. Semeon·
ling Russian masterpiece of wild humor.
off.
Pub. at $6.96
Sale $1.00 Pub. at $3.95
Sale '$1.00
VARIETIES OF MYSTIC EXPERIENCE. By
Heart of Europe: FRENCH PAl NTING,
E. O'Brien, SJ.
by Keith Roberts.
Orig. $7.50
Sale $2.98
Pub. at $5.00
Sale $1.98
John Dewey: DICTIONARY OF EDUCA- SPANISH PAINTING. By Uga Blcchl.
TION. Ed. by Dr. Ralph B. Winn.
From Pedro Serre and Mortorell to El
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00
Greco and Goya. 24 color plates •.
Pub. at $5.00
Sole $1.98
PRACTICAL CHESS ENDINGS. By Irving
Chernev. Tedches the endgame clearly. · PROPHETS OF YESTERDAY, Studies in
Sole $2.98
Pub, at $5.95
European Culiuret 1890·1914. By. Gerhard Mdsur.
BlJTZKREIG TO DEFEAT: Hitler's War Di·
rectives 1939-1945. Ed. by H. R. TrevorPub. "' $7.50
Sale .$2.98
Roper.
I CHING Book of Changes. Tran~lat
Pub. at $4.95
Sale $-1.98
ed by James Legge. Complete With
A DICTIONARY OF EXISTENTIALISM, Ed.
Study Guide.
by Ralph B. Winn.
Pub. at $10.00
Sale $5.98
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00
A PHILOSOPHER LOOKS AT SCIENCE.
THE MAGIC OF FLIGHT: A PhotoBy Alfred North Whitehead.
graphic Essay by Hans B. Burgunder.
Pub. at $3.00
Sale $ l .00
Pub. at $5.95
Sale $2.98
COROT. By Keith Roberts. 48 Full Color
Plates
THE MAGIC OF THE MOUNTAINS, by ·
Special Import $2.98
Max A. Wyss. A symphonic poem in
WHAT
SCIENCE
KNOWS
ABOUT LIFE.
photography of the Alps.
By Dr. Heinz Woltreck. Fascinating acPub. at $6.95
Sale $3.98
count of the origin of life on this planet.
Money and Man: WEALTH AND IHE
58 Photographs.
COMMON MAN, by Frederick J. Grew.
Pub. dt $6.50
Solo $1.98
Pub. at $2.98
Sale $1.00
PREHISTORIC TO CLASSICAL PAINTING.
ITALIAN PAINTING, by Andrea Emlllanl.
By Glan Guido Bellon!. 24 color plates
24 toler plates.
IOY:~x14%".
Pub. at $5.00
Sale $1.98
Pub. at $5.00
Sale $1.91l
Oscar Wilde: DE PROFUNDIS, Ed. by
THE lAST HORIZON. By . Raymond F.
Vyvyan Holland.
Dasmann.
Pub. at $4.00
Sale $1.00
SqJe $1.98
Pub. at $6.95

and representatives of the news
media outnumbered the participants by almost two to one, but
aside from several heated arguments between students with opposing viewpoints, there were no
threats of violence.
The organizet• of the demonstration, Bill Coleman, appeared
delighted with the results of the
first day. "I saw for the first time
since my arrival on campus all
different types of people talking
to each other: hippies talking to
athletes and Greeks. I really think
that we accomplished something
out there today," he said.
Several times during the roundthe-building march, groups of
picketers tried to set up a dialogue between the groups. At one
point, Coleman spoke about a remark Dr. Jack Redman had made
the day before at a Young Republican rally.

By MELISSAHOWARD
The Juggler and Burton by the
.
\ ..
The UNM B'oard of Student adjutant of the New Mexico
Publications declined Monday to American Legion, Hershel Doyle,
grant a formal healing on four and by two other UNM students,
complaints against the October Randall K. Teter and Delbeft F.
issue of The Juggler. Editor Rob Teter III.
Burton waived response to the
Doyle called the issue "filth,
charges, which the board ruled · gutter-talk, trash, and absolutely
were lacking in merit.
unacceptable. It borders on porBurton made no response to a nography," he said. Freedom of
fifth charge of a breach of jourri- the press is not "a shield for subalistic ethics in the magazine's versive activities," he said.
use of uncredited material from
Student Randall Teter called
other publications, The charge the October Juggler "a filthy,
was filed Monday by Lobo Editor subversive piece of communist
Chuck Noland, and Burton has un- trash."
t!l Saturday to ;eply. :\t that ', .Qole Rejects Charges
time· the board WJll consider the ~ 1 · .
charge and the reply and may . • · Michael Cole, a student memschedule a formal hearing. " · #Je.r. o_f the boa.r?, called Teter's
l!' i .
Cl'ltlCISm "a V1C10US1 groundless
Denies Four
attack," and said "the rest are
"These charges do not merit a not much better. They do not dereply," Burton said in a general serve our formal consideration!'
oral denial of the first four comAnother Publication Board
plaints. "They are frivolous, member, student Herman Weil,
ANTI-DOW AND NAPALM demonstrators use
hasty, ill-considered, and purpose- attacked the four complaints as
tators--outnumbered the protestors. The demon•
up shoe leather in their efforts to evict a reprefully vague. They are irrespon-· "unspecific, vague, and too gener- · sentative of Dow Chemical Corp. from UNM camstrators were at it again until noon today. Followsible, imprudent, and extreme."
ing
the two days of protests, there will be an
al to merit consideration by the
pus. The initial day of demonstrations proceeded
open
forum concerning the major problems on
A UNM student, Michael J. board.''
without any form of violence between the pro
O'Donnell, charged the 'magazine
campus
at the Free Speech Area, located on the.,~-...
After a unanimous vote by the
and con groups. At times the onlookers-people
patio
at
the
north corner of the Union.
with "bad taste which fails to be board declining to schedule a
for Dow and napalm, but primarily curious spec•
humorous," and called the publi- formal hearing on the charges,
cation "slanted, obscene, and for~ Editor Rob Burton said, "I thank
eign to the best interests of the the board for this vote of confiUnited States."
dence."
The Juggler expresses "poli~ical
Burton said last night that he
viewpoints to which I do not' ltd~ has not yet decided what action
here," O'Donnel said. "A comindn~ to taken on Noland's complaint.
The creator of the "Pink Panistic slant is inherent in the bobk,"'
"Noland's complaint is a result ther" will team up with the "boy
and it is disrespectful of religion of an accidental misunderstand- next door" for the Andy Wiland of the office of the President ing that is my fault. I expect to liams-Henry Mancini concert to•
of the United States, he said •.
present my side to the board on night at 8:15 in University AreOther charges were filed agairist Saturday," he said.
na.
Bandleader- composer Mancini
and his 40-piece touring orchestra will open the program- with
the award-winning popular jazz
sounds of "Peter Gunn," "Baby
Elephant Walk," "Days of Wine
and Roses," "Pink Panther," and
his new "Portraits of the Beatles."
Mancini also doubles as piano
and
flute soloist.
The action of the Board of to. warrant a formal hearing. "I
will join the band for
Williams
Student Publications in dismiss- thought that there would at least
Henry Mancini
"Danny
Boy,"
"Strangers in the
ing four complaints against The be a formal hea1·ing so the
Andy Williams
Night,"
"AU
Through
the
Night,"
Juggler was "the biggest ramrod charges could be documented. My
job I've ever seen," Michael J. letter did not contain the sub- and the movie hit "Born Free.''
O'Donnell, a senior physical edu- stance of the charges," O'Don- The star of his own weekly tele·
vision show for the last five years,
cation major and author of one nell said.
Williams
has been in show busi" of the "cha1•ges, said after the
"I don't think you could have ness since high-school days. His
meeting last night.
gotten a formal hearing out of
The b o a r d dismissed the this bunch (the board) if the singing ca1•eer began with a famcharges as "lacking in merit'' editor of The Juggler had been ily group, the Williams Brothers.
Tickets for the pop concert are
and most members agreed that Ho Chi Minh himself," he said.
still
available at the University
the complaints were too general
"I have nothing but contempt Arena ticket office at $6, $5, and
for the members of the board. · $3 for the puolic and $5, $4, and
This thing was rushed through $2 for UNM students.
In Open Session
too fast. I was denied my day in
court," O'Donnell charged.
O'Donnell said he plans to con- Greek Week
tinue his fight to have the editor,
Greek Week applications are
Rob Burton, fired. "If they think now available in the Activities
this is the end of it they have an- Center of the Union. P1·ospective
committee members and chairAn amendment to include a other think co111ing," he said.
"Somewhere else there's anoth- men may pick them up at any
reading in open session of :formal
complaints against student editol's er way. It may be through a law• time. The applicati,ons are due by
lJefol'e S t u d en t Publications suit. It may be through refusing Wed., Nov. 15.
Boatd takes any action on the to pay my activity fee and supchal'ges was· passed by the board pol•t this magazine. I can also go
Correction
last night following a vote to dis- to every official and politician in
A typographical et·ror caused a
miss four charges against Jug- this city and in New Mexico," he
mistake
in Monday's Bema. One
said:
gler Editor Rob Button.
sentence
in the cohtmn read, ' 1Stu1
' The board's biggest mistake
Also passed was a motion as.kdents
in
the U.s., like the black
ing Dr. David Johnson, :faculty was that they did not take the
JUGGLER EDITOR Rob Burton waits for the Board of Student
man,
have
little respect for free- Publications
member, to draw up a new set of wishes Q:f the }leople of New Mexto decide whether to hold a formal hearing on four form·
Juggler guidelines fot' the board's ico into considet•ntion. Good taste dom." It should have read "• , • al complaints charging the magazine was in bad taste. The board dis·
consideration at a Inter meeting. refers to the values of the general respect or freedom." The Lobo re- missed all four. Still to be decided by the board is whether to hold a
grets the el'l'ol', which changed the
(Continued on page 2)
hearing on a complaint by Chuck Noland, Lobo editor, charging Bur•
(Continued on page 6)
context of the argument.
ton witlt an ethical breach, (Photo by Pawley).

***

Branch Rickey THE AMERICAN DIAMOND: A Documentary of the Game
of Baseball.
Pub. at $12.50
Sale $4.98

INDIAN ART, By Marquerile Marie Den·
eck. 48 Plates In Full Color.
Special Impolt $2.98

9

Four Juggler Comp
Denied Hearing by Board

<

A SELF PORTRAIT: Ed. by Anthony R.
Ferris. Includes Gibran's study under
Auguste Rodin.
Pub. at $3.00
Sale $1.00

There were no incidents of
physical violence in yesterday's
picketing. Throughout the threehour protest, several University
policemen were on hand to study
the crowds that gathered both to
picket and to watch the pickets.
At times onlookers, policemen,

EW"
, .. .

Vol. 71

)

A VERY SPECIAL PRESIDENT: By
Laura Berquist and Stanley Tretick. A
memoir in which John F. Kennedy
shares his wealth of Summer with the
world.
Pub. at $9.95
Sale $4.98

Henry Milfer's LETTERS TO ANAIS NIN.
Ed. by Gunther Stuhlmann.
· Pub. at $7.50
Sale $2.98

u"' ~o.w

s1.00 to $14.95

PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY of Voltaire. Preserves the best of Voltaire's
thoughts.
Pub. at $3.75
Sale $1.00

THE FILM TILL NOW. A Survey of
World Cinema, by Paul Ratha. 175
photographs, many of them rare
movieana, illustrate this fine volume.
82() pp.
fu!edal Import $7.98

~ok

In which some 50 to 60 people

$18", 7~~

An Equal Opportunity Employer

THE STRATEGY OF VICTORY 1914-1918,
By Victor Bonham-carter. 32 Illustrations.
Pub. dt $6.00
Sale $2.98

AUBREY BEARDSLEY. By Robert Ross. It
gives all a better understanding of
Beardsley art and its origins. 85 full page
ill us.
Pub. at $4.95
Sale $2.98

students, faculty, and clergymen
plan to picket recruiters from
Dow Chemical Corp, from 9 a.m.
to noon in front of the Placement
Center.
·
The picketing follows a day of

: !

Bob's Drive In

Sartre: EXISTENTIALISM AND HUMAN
EMOTIONS.
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00

Bertrand Russell: T!iE WILL TO DOUBT.
A series of new essays.
Pub. at $2.75
Sale $1.00

D.ow, Napalm Protest Continues Today

in!~~~-~=~~~ d/yr~;~:tyina~ UgNoMes !lon-vi~lent protests against Dow,

$2.25 per semester

Monsanto

7624 Central Ave. SE

BOOK
SALE I

Subsc~iption Rates ,_ $4.50 per year

at

•

GREEN Wallet near SUB. Need papers.
Reward offered. Return to 129 HokonaZia, Phone 277-4965,
HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED wood & metal shop assistant to work Tues. & Thurs. 1 to 5
p.m. Must qualify under work-study
program, Contact Dept. of Architecture, 277-2903.

NEW MExico iLOBO

Labeled 'Ramrod Job'

Pub Board Okays
·Charge Readings

--------------~--------------~111111111!11!111111!"11!11"

_______

--.---.

-~---~-~-----~---~----
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Outlook Is Bright

'AU Winners' Set
For Concert Hall

LLIAM COLEMAN (left), t!hairman of
'ommittee Against Dow and Napalm,
ys a placard publicizing the current
ing of a Dow representative on cam;oleman was one of 300 students who
red to listen to Dr. Jack Redman
:), who spoke at a Young Republil!an
supporting American fighting men in

Viet N am. Redman told Coleman that the
Vietnamese people pictured on the placard
were actually suffering from gasoline burns
and shrapnel cuts, rather than the napalm
burns alleged to be the cause of the injuries.
Redman served in Viet N am for two months,
after volunteering to go, and since his re•
turn he has aired his views on the VietNam

•

R Rally Supports Gls
By GREG MacALEESE
.n endoresment supporting the
.1 in Viet Nam, but not necesily the government's policies
·re, was the theme of a Young
publican rally held Monday in
•nt of the Stadium building.
rhree of the state's more prom·nt politicians, Dr. Jack Redm, Alberta Miller, who reprented Gov. David Cargo, and
•P· Robert Mondragon (D-Ber,]illo) participated in the rally
1ich attracted about 300 people
spite the cold weather.
Dr. Hedman, the featured speak' predicted that the war in Viet
:1m could be over inside of 18 o!· onths, but that it would require
. unified effort on the part of all
Americans to accomplish it. Redman, who recently spent two
months as a civilian physician in
Viet Nam, declared that the Vietnamese people are ~<beautiful"
and "appreciative of the United
States effort in the . war.''
"In the two m41!1Jths that I spent
in v_iet Na-m,
the chance to
see the South v· · amese Army in
action and be ·.- · me, they are .
. brave. men," .he id.
·"I was· not told, what. to see,
bear, say, or ·believe about· Viet

_fi·_

Nam," Redman continued, "and
I wasn't brainwashed like some
other people have been."
He also urged University students to conduct themselves like
ladies and gentlemen during the
p r o t e s t s which are planned
against Dow Chemical Corp. this
week.
"Freedom must be earned and
defended," Redman said in concluding his speech. "We must rededicate ourselves and create a
bond of allegiance between all
Americans. Let us stand as one."
Rep. Mondragon re-echoed Redman's call for support of the Gls
in Viet Nam. "Not all of them
wanted to go," he said, "but they
are there because· it is their duty
and as long as we stay there we
are giving the South Vietnamese
people a chance to be :free."
He also read a letter from one
of the soldiers in VietNam, which
stated "we are overe here at the
right time, at the right place, and
I want to be here."
In a rather emotional and hectic question-and-answer period
following the formal speeches, Dr•.
Redman was asked whether &
two-month visitc to Viet Nam
qualified him as an. expert on the

Teachers.. Needed, for Sprinq Session. '

-Fall Se~~testerfree University Dead;.
'·'future of. Program Is· left Hanging
A lack of response from pros:
pective faculty participants . has
resulted in the cancellation of
this semester's Free University
courses, Free U. committee chairman Jon Amastea said yesterday.
Almost 500 faculty and graduate students were contacted but
the response was so slight' that
the program was dropped this
~emester.

A course
~he Free
"The City
, .• '>rld

The Free Ii
" .:scontinued'ti
. ow planniw
'c·ntatively :; ·

program,
Ideas of
by

w.

be taught
.·flal Center·
.•. i:rsity will not be
_~,pletely. "We are
· ~ spring program,
·luled to begin the

Coming attractions at the Concert Hall are of such quality that
William Martin, director, says a
blindfolded patron making a selection would come up with a
_
winner.
Comedian Tom Ewell in Broadway's two-yeli\r successful laughmaker, "The Impossible Years,"
• will appear with a New York cast
Nov. 17 and 18.
The War11aw Quintet, one of
the newer chamber music groups
already acclaimed on both sides
of the Atlantic and in the Orient,
will open the Ars Musica chamber series Nov. 6.
Lowell Thomas Jr. will present
·"Destination-South Pacific" Nov.
15 on the Concert Hall Sandia
Kiwanis Club "It's a Wide, Wide
World" program.
The first of two November
events
scheduled by the performwar to many groups. He feels that the United ing Arts
Series is Laurence
States will win the war within 18 months, if Olivier's Film
"Othello,"
9. The
the citizens would get behind the war effort. second, on Nov. 29,Nov.
is
another
Also speaking at the Young Republican rally
Shakespearean work, "The Winwere Alberta Miller and Representative Rob· . ter's
winner _of an Edenert Mondragon. Mrs. Miller represented Gov.· burghTale,"
Film Festival Award.
Cargo who was unable to attend.

second or -third -week 'of classes
of· semester Il and lasting from
five to eight weeks," Amastea
said.
The next semester will be a
crucial one for the Free Univer•
sity, he said. Any faculty memher, graduate student, or anyone
else who i~ qualified and who was
not preVIously contacted a n d
wants to teach a course next semester should leave his name,
phon~ number and co~rse yreference m the Free Umvers1ty box
in ,the Activities. C~nter in ~be
Umon. Persons w1shmg more mformation may contact Jon Amastea at 242-0638.
-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;
•

Quality Paperbacks and

Selected Hardbound Titles
Open 10:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Sundays 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
120 Yale St. S.E,
Phone 842·1413
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VietNam

war. "I don't claim to be an expert," Redman countered, "but I
saw enough to know what I'm
talking about.''
One Negro asked Redman why
a "black man should fight in Viet
Nam when he hasn't got any freedom to speak of in America.''
Redman answered in a rather

..

vague manner that since- his return from Viet N am he had lost
his "suntan." He implied that the
Negro in Viet Nam was not discriminated against at all, but was
a complete equal to all other soldiers.
''

.
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Who Do You
Study For?

Charge Reading ••
(Continued from page 1)
Johnson said he felt that the
present Juggler guidelines in the
board's statement of policy, based
on Lobo standards, might not be
applicable to The Juggler.
"A humor magazine obviously
has more leeway than a newspaper,'' said Johnson. "It has to.''
Board Chairman William Huber appointed a three-member
monitoring committee for The
Mirage. The committee will check
individual pages of the yearbook
as they come off the press and
will report·to the board of mem·
bers feel any of the material
might be objectionable.
The board may, at the recom•
mendation of the committee, ask.
the Mirage editor to bring pages
for the board's consideration. If
any material is found to be in
violation of board guidelines, the
board may order the editor to re•
move the items before the book is
printed in its final form.

Confirmation Classes
Begin Sunday
November 12, 3:30 pm

I'""

Come gather • round people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown.
And accept it that soon
you'll be drenched to the bone,
If your time to you is worth savin •
Then you better start swimmin'
,9'r ·you '11 sink like a stone
Fb:r the times they are a-ch~ngin'!

"'!
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1963 (Unp) b~ M. Witmark & Son in the U.S.A.
by M. W'}"!•rk & Son under Universal Copyright Convention
0 sed by Permt!.SIOn.
'

@I 1964

CANTERBURY
CHAPEL
448 Ash N.E.
1-IIIIUII.U

!

Bob Dylan ·" ·

I
I
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·C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy ·
3100 Central Ave. at Richmond
C. Woodrow Wilson (Owner)

Men's & ladies' Toiletries
Weekdays 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to I p.m. & 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Open most Holiday~
Free Delivery

Dial 255·558 1

cos

One of Albuquerque's Oldest Reliable RK Departments

nw/downtown

lnstdnt Credit avail·
abfe to responsible young
a d u I t s. No co-signers
needed!
Fill out the form to the
right and mail or bring to
the credit office. If you
wish, you may phone us
with the information , - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
Nt~rna

needed to estdblish an
account by calling 298-

1831, Ext. 210.

.•.•.
Phone· •
Address ................... Age ...... ..
Permanent Address , , •• , • , , . State
r • ' •
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To communicate is the beginning or understanding
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Segregation aWay of Life
Still Not Easy to Change
EdUor's Note: This is the second article in a two-part series
on racial problems in the South
today.
By DAVID LLOYD-JONES
Collegiate Press Service
STRONG, Ark. - That there
are men of good will in the South
-even in the tiny villages and
settlements that dot the sand and
~y back roads of Mississippi,
Alabama, Louisiana, and Arkansas - is an important truth.
Though the neanderthals dictate
much ·of the tone of the South,
they are a pitiful minority.
But the power of the equally
tiny groupings of people committed to desegregation is easy to
overestimate. The small- town
black preacher, often the only
person informed or interested in
challenging segregation, m a y.
have a grade-twelve education
and receive $35 a month· from his
church. His job .depends on his
white employer. And his white
employer is likely to be not a
Klansman but a pliant reed, bowing to the winds of opinion.

* * *

• Though not everyone is a segregationist, everyone assumes that
segregation is the dominant way
of life and that to move against
it is to offend. Like juvenile gang
members who go along with some
stupid or vicious action because
each assumes that the others approve of it, Southerners continue
to act out segx·egation because
most assume that all others expect it of them.
Such a circle of habit reinforcement can only be broken by
a bold declaration of the untruth
being lived or by someone outside
the circle stepping in to break it.
But for the native Southerner,
particularly in a small town, to
be the first one to call the segregationist mythology a lie is to be
bankrupted and ostracized.
~

* * *

Of the thousand people in
Strong the only man who has the
strength to do so is a merchant

with inherited money. He told a
woman in the town to take her
washing to the next town if she
wanted a coin-washer that only
whites used, refusing to segregate
machines in his own laundromat;
it cost him perhaps a third of his
business.
The plight of the Southern
white liberal, however, is nothing
to that of the rural poor blacks.
The liberals, at least, have their
money and their good intentions.
For the blacks there is not just
despondency; there is the progressive erosion of the hopes
built up during the so-called civil
rights revolution of the early sixties.

* * "'

"The Negro has been patient,"
a sawmill worker will say. "In
1966 they said by 1967 we would
be all done with this mess. Now
it's 1967, and we're still just
chewing at the cud."
In Strong there were 15 black
kids willing to risk hostility and
failure by transferring to the
white school. All were rejected
for no apparent reason, though
the school board claimed that, "We
have opened the door. Now the
culud folk just have to walk
through it."

* * *

Last year, after the rebuff,
there were only nine willing to
take the r.tep. Far from snowballing into complete desegregation, the hazing and the gentle
hints around the town took their
toll.· This year there are only
four black youngsters in the white
school, and there may be less
next year.
Two vignettes illustrate why
the present "free choice" integration system, which depends on the
black to take the initiative of
moving into"the hostile environment of the white school, is a
vicious and unfair device. It is
characteristic of the method that
there has to be a thin edge of the
wedge, there have to be some people who will identify themselves

Calling U
WElDNESDAY: Association of Police
Communications Operators; Union· 231 D·

E.

Landscape Design Coune Ill; Union
Theater; 8 a.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda intervleW!I; Union
Cotmcil Room; 9 a.m.
Association of Pollee Communications
Operators luncheon; Union N. Ballroom;
12 noon.
Landscape Design luncheon; Union 250
A-C; 12:30 p.m.
A.W.S.; Union 231 A-B; 3 :30 p.m.
Alumni Association receptio'n; Union
Gallery; 4 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda interviews; Union
250 E; 5 p,m,
.\. .Accounting Careers CounciJ; Union 139
E and W; 6:30p.m.
A.W.S. Judicial Board; Union 250 A;
6:30p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi ; Union Council Room;
'l

p.m~

Delta Sigma PI pledges; Union 231 A;
7 p.m.
NSA Tutorial; Union 254 ; 7 p,m,
Student Senate; Union 250B·C; 7 p.m.
Geography Club; Union 231 C.E; 7 :30
p.m.
Lobo Christian FelloWllhip ; Union 250
D; 7:30p.m.
Aspects of Hispanie Culture; Union
Theater; 8 p.m.
Andy Williams and Henry Mancini
Show; University Armn; 8:15 p.m.
THURSDAY: Association of Police
Communications Operators; Union 231 D·
E;Sa.m.
Landscape Design Course Ill; Union
250 A·C; 8 a.m.
Biology department .seminar; Union
Theater; 8 :30 a.m.
Association of Police Communications
Operators luncheon; Union N. Ballroom;
12 noon.
Phi Alpha Theta; Union 231 A•C; 4
p.m.
Mortar Board; Union 250 E; 6 p.m.
Spurs; Union 250 C; 6 p.m.

APOWA Pledges; Union 250 D; 6:30
p.m.
.
Christian Science Organization; Union
231 A; 7 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union 231 E; 7 :30
p.m.
APOWA; Union Council Room; 7:30
p.m.
.,Othello,. with Lawrence Olivier; Concert Hall; 7 :30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda; Union 231 A•
B; 9 p.m.
FRIDAY: Department of PsYchiatry;
Union 250 D; 8 a.m.
Biology department oemlnar; Union
Theater; 231 D-E ; 8:30 a.m.
A.W.S. Executive Committee; Union 231
A; 3:30p.m.
Foreign Film: ,.Moment of Trtith"
(Span.) ; Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m.
Biology Department Banquet; Union
Desert Room; 'I :30 p.m.
Baha'i Union 231 D; 8 p.m.
Phi Sigma Kappa dance; Union BaJI..
room ; 8 p.m.; featuring the Sidewinders
and the Bits and Pieces, admission 50
cents.
SATURDAY: Biology department seminal"; Union Theater, 231 D-E; 8:30 p.m.
N.M. Classroom Teachers Assoc., Union
231 B : 250 C, J) ; 253 ; 9 a.m.
N.M. Classroom Teachers Assoc. Union
12M 12 noon.
UNM Football: Univ. of Wyoming; Uni·
versity Stdaium ; 12 :05 p.m.
Phi Mu Alums; Union 139 E&W; 12:30
p.m.
Albuquerque Classroom Teachel!l Assoc. ;
Union Ballroom ; 1 p.m.
Phi Mu Alums: Union 250 E; 2:80 p.m.
Omega Psi Phi; Union Desert Room; 7
p.m.
Saturday Film Jo'are: "King Rat" ;
Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m.
Coronado Hall dance: Union Ballroom:
8 p,m.
·
SUNDAY: Alpha Phi Omega. pledges;
Union 231 B ; 5 p.m.
•
Sunday Film Fare~ 1 'l<Jng Rat;; : Union
Theater; 6, 8 p.m.

as willing to defy the old customs.

* * *

And these people expose themselves to retaliation and their
children to the frightening aloneness of being unique in the classrooms they desegregate., "I smell
a gar," went the first line of an
exchange popular with white kids
in the hearing of black students.
"A ceegar ?" "No, a neegar." The
13-year-old who told me that
was proud of the sense of humor
it betokened.
And for the Rev. G. ·L. Evans,
who "truck patches" a few acres
outside the town, the result of
sending his children to the white
school was a mysterious car fol·
lowing the school bus to the point
where his wife met the children
every day. Not much of a threat,
but enough to remind him that a
dead child is dead forever. His
children are all back at the rambling shack that is school for 500
black youngsters.

* * *
There are 4606 school districts
in the South. Of these just over
3000 are receiving Federal funds
without any question other than
the request that they declare that
they "do not maintain any characteristic of a dual school structure." There has never been a
perjury conviction for filling in
a false form swearing to this.
Some 337 school districts are
under court order to desegregate,
and the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare
makes the astounding assumption
that there is no need to hold fund
cut-off hearings since the overworked Department of Justice
will see that court orders are enforced. No one has ever gone to
jail for laxity or contempt in not
complying with such· court ordera.

* * ..
Finally, of 1241 school districts
which confess to discrimination,
just over two-thirds, 930, are still
receiving funds because they
made assurances of their intention to desegregate some time in
the future.
No one above the age of 18 has
ever suffered because such good
intentions never materialized.
White bureaucrats recognize that
white school superintendents are
honorable men, not liars or criminals, though their deeds may not
match the words they write to get
the Federal government to pay
their bills.

* * *

..

Another 400 school districts
have their Federal grants "under
review," according to a11 HEW
spokesman. This is not to say
their funds have been cut off.
The scorecard for the 39 months
since the Civil Rights Act of 1964
came into effect is even more dismal. In that time 364 fund cutoff hearings have been started,
and 244 have been completely
processed. Over half of these
were settled "prior to termination," the term used by HEW to
cover cases where good intentions signified at a hearing are
accepted in good faith. Thirtynine school districts have been
ordered by hearing examiners
to measure up to the criteria for
desegregation that they themselves laid out, and 67 districts
have either had funds cut off or
are about to have.
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Jones' Article Questioned

.
.
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'
'

The Rowan Column
Breaking the Most
Vicious of Circles
By CARL T. ROWAN

'.

........... '
But 'it.'~ust

WASHINGTON-They say nobody ever wins a strike:·
may be that the whole country will wind up a winner in the re-cent
stoppage at Ford Motor Co. '
Ford has announced that it will replace 5000 workers who· quit during the strike with the hard-core jobless and others ·from Detroit's
poverty areas.
This is a bold move, fraught with the certainty that some of those
hired. will prove unable to do the jobs to which they are assigned.
Some will go on a binge after the first big payday and fail to show
for work the following week.
Still, Ford's move is worth every risk involved, for it offers the best
possible insurance against the vicious riots that plagued Detroit last
summer.
Suddenly, 5000 ghetto-dwellers will have a meaningful stake in their
city, their society, their country. That will be 5000 more voices-voices
more effective in the ghetto than any Negro middle-class voice-sounding hope where heretofore there was mostly despair, even self-pity.

* * *

There is a glaring need·for major employers in every city to foUow
Ford's example. It is essential that they note Ford's <lecision to drop
education and other tests as a pre-condition for employment. Ford
executives presumably accented as a reality what has become more
and more obvious to social scientists: Most intelligence and other
"ability" tests are drawn up on certain assumptions about the backgrounds and environments of the examinees, but these assumptions
may have little or no validity for the minority-group ghetto-dweller.
Add the element of fear of tests, :and the suspicion of the examinees
that it is just another device used" to• discriminate against them, and
you may get an examination result that hides as much talent as it
reveals.
·

* * •

But Ford senses that our cities (and O'Ur country) have everything
to gain and very little to lose if major employers discount past records and ignore surface indications.:of incompetence and simply give
our poverty-handicapped people a chance to show what they can do.
Suppose only 60 per cent of those hired make the grade? It is intoxication to think what even that clin mean in terms of family stability, diet and health care, educational opportunities for children, and
a consequent reversal of the trend toward more crime and delinquency
and more welfare costs in our center cities.
* • •
One who likes to think of himself as civilized is hardly inclined to
pay thanks to a brutal, bestial, miserably destructive riot. But one has
to al!sume that the Detroit rioting helped awaken Ford executives to
the need for bold action.
One must conclude that the long, hot summer convinced them that
industry can't go on ' 1playing it cool," assuming that time (or the police) will take care of our social problems.
IWe can all hope that ugly violence is not necessary to awaken
other giants of American industry. Surely they will have a. slightly
better idea, as they watch the new Ford workers go by.

Dr. Brothers' Talk
Slated for Friday
Dr. Joyce Brothers, noted worn·
an psychologist, will appear in
the Concert Hall Nov. 10 at 8
p.m. as pat·t of this year's Associated Students Lecture Series.
Dr. Brothers is a regular guest
on the Johnny Carson "Tonight
Show," a frequent visitor on the
Goodson-Todman panel shows am\
the Art Linkletter program.
A graduate of Cornell University, she has taught at Hunter
College and is a frequent guest
lecturer at various colleges and
universities across the nation.

Dr. Dulles Will Spe'ak
On Viet Nam Nov. 9
Dr. Foster 'Rhea Dulles will
speak on "The Background of
American Involvement in Viet
Nam/' Thursday, Nov. 9 at 4 p.m.
in room 231-A·C in the U11ion.
Dr. Dulles, a professor.,of :his·
tory, is being sponsored· DY" Phi
Alpha Theta and the UNM His·
torieal Society.
He has taught .at Smith,
Swarthmore, Ohio State, and the
University of Tokyo.

.'

...,,_

..

they could hire 20,000 people,
dress them in p u r p I e, and put
them in the. stands."
Yes, the last several years have
been lean ones for both schools.
My proposal? A new bowl gameThe Frustration· Bowl sponsored
by Lyndon Johnson, featuring for
at least this yea),' UNM and TCU.
That would go over big everywhere.
Pete Kendall

Dear Editor:
David
Lloyd-Jones'
article
about race relations in the U.S.
(Lobo, Nov. 3, '67) is an excellent example of an adolescent
mind with a vocabulary but no
understanding of mature thinkjng, His opening !ltatement: "To
spend""a· week in Arkansas and
three days in this village (Strong)
near the Louisiana border does
not enable a reporter to tell what
these places are like or how the
Chairmen's Explanation
people think" is followed by a
Asked
pretentious all-knowing diatribe
against ''these places and people" Dear Editor:
~and. ..the entire U.S. This indiMonday in front of the Union
cates that Mr. Lloyd-Jones' per- I was handed a leaflet which
s<inality is as schizophrenic and read: "Join us to demonstrate
paranoid as the Americans he
raves against.
, If Mr. Lloyd-Jones would devote a little time and effort to
trying to 1lnderstand Americans
more, especially tho11e in the
south; he would learn that we are
like people everywhere. Most of
us 'merely want to get through life
with as little unpleasantness as
posJ!ibJ!l ... We are neither rabid
racists nor fanatical integrationists. We react to the problems of
life with bewildeJ:ment and frustration, more often than not with
anger and bitterness. Yet we go
on trying to solve such problems
the best we can.
I judge from Mr. Lloyd-Jones'
name and remarks that he is British, which explains his attitude.
Epgland these days seems filled
with angry young men who bemoan their nation's lost greatness and lash out jealously at nations that still retain world leadership.
Sincerely,
B. J. Starr

peacefully against napalm. Wear
a white armband. We believe that
violence is a betrayal of man
against man. It is not necessary
on the UNM campus. Join us in
this commitment. Wear a white
armband (a ·symbol of peace).
UNM Placement Center, Tuesday
and Wednesday, 9-12."
Among the eight signers were
the chairmen of the English and
philosophy departments, and this
is the puzzler. I think students
have the right to expect the public statements of department
chairmen on such grave matters
as peace and war to be rational.
What does "violence is a betrayal
of man against man" mean? It
must mean something because

Math Colloquium

they state clearly that they believe it.
It would be comforting to be
able to believe in the beliefs of
such erudite folk as the aboven am e d chairmen. Gentlemen,
please explicate, Is this poetry,
Berlitz, a meta-language, or
what?
Name Withheld by Request

Professor Judah Rosenblatt of
the UNM math department will
speak at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow at
the regular mathematical colloquim in Marron Hall 225. His
subject will be 1'Probability for
Non-Probabilists."

1Ju.

7• '

SHE LIKES TO GO
FORMAL!

Slm·uy~

RENTS TUX~DOS

COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10~00

{

s~
FIRST AND GOLD DIAL 247-4347

UNN-TCU Bowl Proposed
Dear Editor:
As a two-year observer of
Western Athletic Conference football, and UNM in particular, 1
find the Lobos' 1967 season most
. interesting. It suddenly occurred
· to me, while watching the TCU
Horned Frogs go down !or the
fifth time in a row (29-0 to Nebraska) that there might be a
'few similarities between the twQ
teams.
,
The Frogs drew only 16,000 fans
to their 46,000 seat stadium to
watch a fine Cornhusker 1 team
move up and down the field. The
Lobos, as I remember, drew few
more in their 30,000 seat complex.
The Lobos had trouble scoring
points last year. The Frogs have
thus far (up to the Baylor contest Nov. 4) scored none in conference action this year.
The former comment concerning attendance prompted one
transplanted Nebraskan · to remark, 41 With the $40 a semester
hour students pay to go to TCU
they could buy the Kansas City
Chiefs from Lamar Hunt. Plus

~'Friendly,

aUdetJ¥ee

\e'Vels\

be -vrith No. 1 '?
't
you
ra.tbeNr
14
a.nd
15.
ouldn.
pus ov.
us on ca'IU

If you want an engineering or scientific career with all the growing
room in the world, we have a suggestion.
Start with Humble and you start with the company that supplies
more petroleum energy than any other U.S. oil company. We're
literally No. 1- America's Leading Energy Company.
Start with Humble and you start with the principal U.S. affiliate of
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) with its 300 worldwide affiliates.
So your advancement can be intercompany as wen·as intracompany, worldwide as well as domestic!
Look into Humble's wide-scope careers in exploration, production,
transportation, manufacturing, marketing and research- and the
management of all these. We have immediate openings for people
in practically all disciplines and at all degree levels.

Warm'

Archbishop Aggey
Likes UNM, City
Sporting a smile and a sense
of humor, the Most Rev. J, K. A.
Aggey, the fix·st archbishop of
Nigeria, found the people of At; 'bttquerque and tthe students of
·" 1 U:~M "friendly and warm!'
Born in Togoland, Archbishop
Aggey was ordained a· priest in
1944. He became the first native
archbishop from Nigeria in 1957.
On his first trip to the U.s., he
believes the visit has given him a
broader and clearer knowledge of
this country. He called the U.S.
a "grand country," and said "the
people here are warm a:nd loving
and are ready to welcome people
from other lands."
Archbishop Aggey said the
state of New Mexico and the city
of Albuquerque have given him
the best reception. He was happy
to see the students at the Newman Center taking an active part
in university activities.
He delivered the sermon at all
the masses on Sunday and waff
accompanied on his trip by Father Richard Butler, O.P., . and
Brother StepheJl Lucas, O.P.

We'll stretch your capabilities. Put you on your own a little too
soon. Get the best you can give. But you'll always be glad you
didn't settle for anything less than No. 1. Make a date now with your
placement officer for an interview.

Bam.bJe

Oil·& Refining Company

'

America's Leading Energy Company
A Plans for Progress Company and an Equal Opportunity Employer

•

•
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Cowboys Won't Be Worried by Lobos' Banners
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
The University of Wyoming
will be only mildly surprised and
not the least bit concerned Saturday when they see large banners
in the UNM student section that
read, "We're No. 1."
Dorms and other student
·
groups are report edl y preparmg
h ·
f th S01 t d
ft
sue Signs
e New
ur ayMexico
a ernoon
clash or
between
and the seventh-ranked Cowboys
f1·om Laramie.
Lobos Worst
However, the two rankings a~·e
nearly as opposite as they possibly could be. The Los Angeles
Herald-Examiner each.week runs
the rankings of the worst major
cpllege teams in the nation. The
:ratings, picked up by the Albu.
querque Journal, show that the
Lobos are the worst-rated team
in the week.
nation :for the second
straight
Both the Associated Press and
United Press International have
Wyoming ranked seventh among
the best college teams in the country-a ranking that many observers from the Rocky Mountain area feel should be closer to
the top five.

Will They Show?
Large Crowd Hoped
Right now the Lobos, after
UNM officials are hoping for
seven straight losses this season, a large student turnout for the
would probably be ~appy to take game to hel~ partially fill.the 30,another 75-12 beatmg that they 000-seat Umversity StadiUm for
took from the University of Texas the contest.
at El Paso and never set foot on
·There is not :much incentive
the field Saturday.
for student attendances other
It is bad enough just for the than seeing Wyoming or gaining
Lobos to have to square off points in a spirit contest. Then
against the rugged Cowboys, but of course there is out-dated and
Saturday it will be before a re- old-fashioned school pride which
gional ABC television audience, is all but dead on many college
The regional telecasts are de- campuses. Game time Saturday
signed to show one of the top will be 12:05 as the WAC champteams in the country in action ion Cowboys go atter their thireach week. Football fans will get teenth straight win and the
to see Wyoming, but it would eighth of the season. The Cowprobably be more exciting it the boys are also seeking another
bunch from Laramie were playing post-season bowl bid after wintheir freshman team rather than ning teh Sun Bowl in El Paso
New Mexico.
a year ago.
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Lost on TV in '66
New Mexico is no novice at being humiliated before a regional
TV audience. Last year Brigham
Young downed the Lobos 33-6 on
the ABC game of the week while
the Lobos were enroute to a 2-8
season.
·
Last y·eai' Albuquerque fans
were able to see a re-te.lecast of
the BYU game on Sunday. UNM
officials are now working on such
a project for this year, but sueh

l'e-showing could .proba~ly count
on the lowest ratmgs .smce television hit the Duke C1ty.
Regional viewers might as well
h d to the golf course or t;1ke a
ea
. .
.
.
weekend huntmg trip this weekend and forget about the Wyo.
ming-New Mexico'11 contest.
For
f t
th
next Saturday WI
ea ut·e
e
traditional battle between
· · UCLA
b
and USC-a better VJewmg et
than the Lobos any day. ., · '
"

Jaycee Drive

Ecumenism Talk

The Albuquerque Jaycees, an
organization of young men interested in serving the community,
are currently conducting a membership drive. Anyone interested
in joining may send a post card
with his name, address, and phone
number to Jaycees, Box 5, Albuquerque, N.M.

The Sporting Life

"Ecumenism" will be the subject of a discussion on Sunday,
Nov. 12, at the Christian Student
Center. Dinner will be served at
'7 :30 p.m., and Mr. Kelly Ne,'fflla'll,
a representative of Lubock:0hristian College, will be tlie 'speaUer
at 8 p.m. All students are invited
t\l attend.

Wolfpups Downed
By Arizona. 68-6

listen to KUNM
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O'Donnell Calls Dismissal
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public, not to· individual professors and students. The publicationa board has a responsibility
to the people of this state. In the
outside world stuff like The Juggler ia not considered good taste,"
O'Donnell said.
If the students were asked
about The Juggler in a referendum on the December Student
Senate election ballot, they would
vote to abolish it, O'Donnell said.
"Students here don't like the
magazine, but they are so apathetic they won't protest it. But I
feel that if it were put to a vote
the students would vote it out.
The money should be spent in another way," he said.
O'Donnell objects to the magazine because he says it reflects on
him as a UNM student and he
does not wish to be represented to
the people of New Mexico as a
supporter of communism, drugs,
the Viet Cong, and other ideas
used in the magazine.
"The Juggler leaves the impression that we have a libertine
society up here, and I don't want
to be a part of it," he said.
"The university has changed,
and the outside world has not.
Four years ago the students
would not have bought this kind
of trash - monetarily or philosophicalJy," he said.
Former Alabama Governor
George Wallace is right to blast
"pseudo"intelJectual and ultraliberal students and professors on
our ·campuses today," he said.
"Social matters have .moved into
the limelight at universities; education has become secondary,"
he said,
"
"If our enemies want to subvert the United States, they
should start on our campuses
with publications like The Juggler," O'Donnell said.

Dallas Firms to Hold
Series of Interviews
The Dallas Chamber of Commerce has announced final plans
for an unusual employment interview program to be held during the Christmas holidays by
firms in Dallas, Texas.
Executives of 100 companies
will be. available during the career e m. p 10 y m en t interviews
scheduled for Dec. :27-28 to explore career opportunities offer. ed in all fields and disciplines.
All interested students may obtain more information from the
UNM Placement Center or from
Operation Native Sons and
Daughters, Dallas Chamber of
Commerce, 1507 Pacific, Dallas,
Tex. 75201.

Veterans, Kids to be Honored

UNM will honor veterans
and Albuquerque school childre1n1,
Veteran's Day November
,
· ··
bos 'meet the seventh~
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
~:;kejh~~boys from the Uni. Lobo Sports Editor
aity of Wyoming in a region~i1~ televised football game.
Veterans and their wives will
be admitted to the game at half
price-for ~oth res~rved and gen.
eral admissiOn secttons. Reserved
Bee~' Bowls are 'fast becoming courage a11d show up for their tickets are regularly $4 and gena tradition on college campuses next practice Friday ~;o a game era! admissions, $3.
across the country. But now there date can be set,
Albuquerque school kids of the
is an almost even chance that the
But the government team has "knot-hole gang" will lie admitted
University at New Mexico will a major problem that is now be- to the game for a dime, To qu~linot have such a football game ing aired for the first time. Lobo fy for the knot-hole classification,
this year.
reports indicate that Associated the youngsters must be able to fit
The Beer Bowls match the staff Students President .John Thorson (standing up) through a ho1~ cut
of the student newspaper against and other undisclosed senators in Louie the Lobo at the ttcket
student llenate or a similar body have refused to sign their 1967 gates.
on campus.
.
contracts as first presented to
~At UNM it seems more obvious
them.
each day that the weak-willed
>~< •
o1<
bunch from student ·government
The main clause that seems to
a r e unwilling to square off be bothering them is that there is
against the Lobo staff on the field no insurance for the brutal conThe UNM freshmen lost their
of honor in the annual scrim- test. One was quoted as saying,
fourth
game of the year last Satmage,
"I will not play against the brutal
urday
68-6 against the Arizona
· The challenge from the Lobo and punishing Lobo st01ff unless
State
University S·an Imps in
staff came well over a month ago a substantial provision for postTempe.
and the legislators quickly ac- gjlme medica} treatments is added
cepted with a barbed reply that . tQ my c!ontr,ct."
The Wolfpups were shooting
for
another 2-2 season like last ·
tol~ . of their superiority on the
. He was th~ only one to publicly
year's
but only came .close to wil!• • •
ail~it that perhaps Senate wthas ning one
gndtron.
game-agamst the Umactually afraid to step onto e
Since then, however, the Lobo field against the undefeated col- versity of Texas-El Paso.
The UNM frosh struggled with
staff, o~ten under-manned and lege newspaper staff.
injury-riddled, has won three
db
injuries all season, but were much
straight exhibition games against
The game, rule~ as pro~ose Y weaker than other freshman
all-star teams from farther down- The Lobo (Ill brtef) are. 1. ~hat teams in the Western Athletic
t0 .
the game be open only to certified Conference.
Ar;;d, if you will quickly recall, Lobo staffers an~ only to student
Earlier losses came to UTEP,
that is as many games as any government offic1als elected by t~e New Mexico State, and Arizona.
Lobo team has won in a season in student body; 2.. fla~ football Wlll
be the contest With mtramural ofth ree years.
. Is . caII'mg the g arne •• . 3· the Praises WAC
The law-makers, as usual, have fi eta
other year have I writdone a lot of talking but have not game IS to be played at Ztmmer- ten"Insonomuch
the various
agreed to the date of the game man field to gtve the large num- Western At h about
1
e
tic
Conference
nd each week put off such a de- , ,ber of students expected ~ ob- members, and with good
reason.
a.
.
' ;,, , serve the game ample seatmg.
c1ston,
This, the youngest of all major
ol<
•
II<
Last Sunday a three-man team
conferences, has improved so
So The Lobo urges the student steadily and rapidly that it has
from Senate showed up fot the
squad's first practice. The Lobo body to contact its senators or to rank right up there with the
realizes that most, if not all, of other elected officials and demand rest of the best.''-Harry DeVoid,
the elected student government that they agree on a satisfactory Football News.
date-for both Senate and The
officials are pretty delicate.
Lobo-for the game no later than
•
•
So, if the senators . attree,~ _~he Friday.
The students have the right,
Lobo coaching stafl' Will agree to
three-player teams for the game. and The Lobo and Senate the reBut we sincerely hope that some sponsibility, to let. the campus
of the campus leaders will take and Albuquerque know which
an occasional deep breath of group is superior in 1967.

Since 1938 - The Favorite
of Albuquerqueans. TRY IT!!!

EDITOR
NOOLEY REINHEARDT .,
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WE go to great lengths
to DISCOVER PEOPLE, too!

•

•

O'·HENRY'S

UNION CARBIDE people have discovered ways to •':!P.~ve
and to expand markets for existing products and havei'developed so many new products we have become

i.

• t ])

THE DISCOVERY COMPANY
,,

AS WE GROW ·we need more people -- educated for the
"FUTURE. YOU DISCOVER what the future might hold for
you with MINING AND METALS DIVISION
of
UNION CA.RBIDE ·coRPORATION
One of

the world's largest producers of

alloys, metals and metal chemicals

--· ., .1.:
~

.

'

A Representative will interview
ENGINEERS

,.

CHEMICAL, ELECTRICAL and M~HANICAL

GEOLOGISTS
For deteils contect yot~r
plecernent office.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

..

!•

November 20 and 21, 1967

'I'

. MINING AND METAlS DIVISION
270 Perk Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017

~;: < soe~lillizing
'~ '~~ - oar-B-Om
,~f~Pil
t<, ~.A-~"\.
~~~&..·
•
•
•
•

Ribs
• Chicken
Beef
• Pork
Fresh Water Catfish
Hush Puppies

Hamburger

with F.F.

SS¢
AU Sandwlchn
wtth
Fr1nch Frl11

TUESDAY

~

THURSDAY

11 A.M. • 9:30 P.M.
FRIDAY ~ SATURDAY
11 A.M.· 12 P.M.
SUNDAY
•
NOON • 9:30 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

109 YALE BLVD., S.E.

247·8579

If you have a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career • • •
consult

be1·th.F 1La~J

YS:;t t~':{.2 J'~~e~~~

~~~t Bo~~\: El P!so,

Sen. Black to Speak
State Senator Sterling Black
will address the UNM Young
Democrats Thursday at 7:30p.m.
in the Union Ballroom. Black,
a Democrat from Los Alamos
County, will speak on civil rights
and the Viet Nam war and what
effect they will have on the 1968
national and statewide elections.
All persons interested are invited
tte d
toa

Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

SOUTHWEST
llECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-8219

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Open 8 AM. 8 PM
CQPnselor Always on, Duty
2106 Central .s.E.
247·0836

=n~·----------------~================~~
•

Report

to your
local wing
commander

JOSEPH ALARID

TWA Campus Representative

Phone 265·8288

124 Washington SE
"

•

•

I

He has command
of a 172-jet fleet and
the whole world of
TWA. He's waiting
to set you up for an
adventure-any place
in the U.S., Europe, Asia or Africa.
If you're shopping for facts and figures
or a 50/50 Club card, good for half fare
travel in the U.S., he's the man to see..
You know what they say about all work
and no play. So call Joe at 242-5540. And
start packing.
P. s. Attention College Bands, Combos, Vocal Groups. i).Qn't
forget the National Championships at the 1968 Intercollegiate
Jazz Festival sponsored by TWA. For information write: I.Tli',
Box 246, Minmi Beach, Florida 33139.

Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment

'

.,.,

.
.
ff t
m 1nc1c-o . re urns.
The Wyoming Cowboys are also
after another post-season bowl

CATERING-TAKE OUT

I ~'

;,

~e~dCasa;, who leads the ~ation

(jJ'~·"/)_)
.
1

. ,COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION

f::C \~~ ~~~~~!;. ~d

............

;

UTEPSpeaks
"I'll tell you one thing about
the WAC-it's going to be the
finest in the country now that it
is up to a full-size conference of
eight teams. We won the NCAA
b a s k e t ball championship two
years back and with us and Colorado State I think this wilJ be
the toughest basketball league in
the country.''-George Me Carty,
director of athletics, University of
T~as at El P!iso·
.
Big Ten Man Spaks
"The whole Western Athletic
Conference has some mighty fine
football teams.''--John Coatta,
Wisconsin football coach.
WAC Growing Up
"1 believe the WAC is one of
the fastest•developing conferences
in the country. The population
explosion is significant in the
geographic area of the conference.
It is a rapidly growing area, and
the schools representing it are
moving forward.''-Mike Lude,
Colorado State University football coach.

STUMPED?

ing lrl~e:·

country ,uar·B·O

SPORTS NOTES
The Numbers Game
"R at i n g s are fine for the
alumni," admits Lloyd Eaton,
whose Wyoming team is ranked
seventh in the nation, "but they
can be a thorn in the side for a
team. It'll bound to put pressure
on the players, whether they're
cognizant of it or not."
Reverse Butterfingers
"Charlie would make the im•
possible catch and drop the easy
one last year," Utah football
coach Mike Giddings says of his
Charlie Smith, "but he has improved as a receiver this. year and
we think he's one of the best
power runners in the conference.''
Dennis Patera, B r i g h am
Young's discus-thrower-turnedfootball-punter, wears horn-rimmed .glasses under his football
helmet.
Big WAC
"Lately the Western Athletic
Conference has been assuming
the stature of the Rocky Mountains, which rise magnificently
around it,"--Jim Scott, Sporting
News.

For fans who would lik~ to ~ee
~he g.arne okn. TV, thpia~n~~e~~!~
IS now wor mg on
the· ABC telecast re-broadcast
Sunday, as was the Brigham
Young game last year.
The Wyoming game will sta~t
at 1~:05Sattdt.he 30,000t~eatU~M
vers1ty
a lUm on
e
south ca~pus. .
.
Wyommg wlll be trymg to
wrap up its second straight Western Athletic Conference football
championship in ~he game, but
will .ha~e. to contam so:me of the
~P mdlVldu!-'1 players 1n the nat10n for a VJctory.
New Mexico boasts of Terry
Stone, the total offense and pass-

'

. '.

,-'

.

.

;

.

,
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WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISINq RATES•
4 U11e ad., 66¢-4 timea, $2,00, InaertlonB
must be submitted b)' noon on dar before
J!UbUcation to Room 159, Student Publications Bulldinr;r, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102,
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED to bur portable oombo-orgun,
Phone 266-2981 after 5 p.m.
FOR SAI.E
1958 FORD V•8, Automatic trnnsmission
Power steering & brakes, Good condl:
tion, $895.00, Call .after 6 p.m 242-5550
11/l. 2, 3, 6.
'
•
1966 RABBIT Scooter. Excellent condition.
$200.00. Phone 243-4640.
MUST SELlr--1966 Triumph Spitfire convertible. Excellent condition. New tires
bucket seats. Loaded with extras-only
$1400.00. See at 808 Martingale SE (4
Hills). Call 298-1686, 11/8·18.
1956 HARLEY Davidaon-74. Good condi·
tion. $300. Call 255-8888 . before noon
weekdays, all day Sunday, 11/8·13.
1964 MGB Convertible. New radio, beater.
Two tops, good ti:res. Excellent condi..
tion. Reasonable prioe. Phcme 255-0563,
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes .. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free Ptckup and delivery, Open until 8
P.m, on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, l'hone
243-0588.
WANTED: Typing. Tenn papers theses
dissertations, References. Phone 242-2495:
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
PELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
NEED bread 1 Distribute Psychedelic pos·
ters, ett-. Write to The Joyce Co. Ltd.,
734 Bay St., San Francisco, Call!. 94109
6

t.

","AT OLD TOWN Studio io a now kind
of theatrical experience • • • a song to
the hore-and·now. A game of mind and
illusion, improvisational, anti-war nonapologetic~
is theatre cxplodi~g its
own boundaries. Friday, Saturday Sunday nil)'hta at 8 :00. Reservations
2424602.
LOST
AN ANTIQUE Gold Earring, ball-sbaped
for pierced ears. In or near Education
Complex, Reward ol!ered. After 5 call
264·6280.
GREEN Wallet near SUB. Need papers.
Reward offered. Return to 129 lfokona•
Zia, Phone 277-4965.
HELP WANTED

u:•

at

EXPERIENCED wood & metal shop llll•
sistant to work Tues. & Thurs. 1 to 5
p.m. Muot qualify under work-study
program. Contact Dept. 11f Archltec·
ture, 277-2903.
PERSONAL
COMING Soon! Green Stampal DDDII
11/8-18.

listen to KUNM

Friends of Art Give
Prints to U. Museum
The Friends of Art anno11nced
this week that they are donating
two prints by European artists to
the collection of the UNM Art
Museum.
The prints are "Peasant and
His Wife," by Albrecht Duerer,
and "Colosseum," by G. G. Piranesi.
The art works were selected
last week by a vote of the Friends
of Art at the annu1.1l purchase
exhibition at the UNM Museum.
They were chosen from nine
works offered by the muse11m
staff. Total cost of the two prints
is about $550, which the Friends
of Art had collected and saved
for the purchase.
Of the two latest donations,
Robert 0, Parks, art m11seum
director, said: ''Both are extremely valuable in terms of usefulness in teaching and overall quality of art.''
Duerer was a major German
Renaissance artist and the outstanding European engraver of
the 16th century. "P~asant and
His Wife" is a small, well-preserved, beautifully printed ·impression of the couple. It was
done in the first quarter of the
16th Century.
As the first print by Duerer to
enter the UNM Art Museum collection, "it becomes our most important Renaissance print," said
Parks.
Piranesi was the :foremost engraver of the 18th century. An
Italian, he produced a series of
more than 200 prints grouped as
"Views of Rome.'' "CQlosseum''
is one of his more famous prints
from that Series, and "is the most
important Piranesi in our collection," said Parks.
The museum staff made the
suggestions to the Friends of Art
with consideration of the museum's present emphasis on the
lOth and 20th century fields, but
also in view of the museum's
teaching needs in other areas.
Some examples of gifts from
the Friends of Art in the past
have been "Les Boulevards," a
lithograph by Pierre Bonnard·
"Le Port" by Paul Signac, als~
a lithograph; and "Ricardo" by

We hope you're not an old fashionad girl who carries carfare in
her purse "lust In case.'' To put an end to mad money at the
University of New Mexico, the American Bank of Commerce has
opened. a campus branch to serve you. Open your own accountchecking, savings-, or thrlftych~k If you write less than 25 checks
per month. Be your own person! Anywhere you go, you have more
thon enouglt money to tak& car& of your
needs. Whip . out your checkbook, and show
your Independence. Just step downstnlrs at the
New Mexico Union Building, and see our
friendly tellers. You'll never have to worry
about "ius! in casl!l."

AMERICAN
BANK of

I
t

'

COMMERCE
Third and Cen•ral Downtown

PHONE 247-1021

Union lullolinr, Unlvtrsll, ol Now Mulco

Al~~qu11quo

Sunport

,
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Sub~cription

Rates- $4_.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

Robert Henri, an oil painting,
1916.
The Friends of Art had first
chance to buy exhibits at the purchase exhibition Sunday. The ex•
hibit opened to the group before
the public show began at 8 p.m.
The purchase exhibition ends Nov.
19. Visiting ho11rs at the museum
are from noon until 5 p.m. daily
except Saturday and Monday.
The Friends of Art is an association of people who are inter.
est in art and art works. Besides
donations of art works, the group
brings traveling exhibitions to
the museum.

·v. 71 '1\ o. 3o
>cop~3

T6ey Did EVerything The Romans
Did ... Except Maybe Race Chariots

,,;

*1.

ADULTS

2

ONLY

PM

Doc Rand to Play

A dance will be held at the
Newman Center Saturday from
8:30 to 11:30 p.m. Admission will
be $1 per person with music provided by Doc Rand and the Purple Blues. All college-age students
are invited to attend.

·~~--------------------------

~~}\sped:s Cause Dispute, Says Dow

shown at
7;45 & 9:20

OPEN

SHOWS: 2:05-3:25-4:45
6:05-7:25-3:45-10:05

ClcDmii Clmii

By WAYNE CIDDIO
A Dow Chemical Corp. public
relations representative yester- ·
day blamed "the emotional quality of napalm as a weapon" for
student demonstrations against
Dow and napalm on university
campuses across the country this
year.
William B. Seward made the
statement at a press conference
held yesterqay at the UNM
Placement Center. The conference
came· at the end of two days of
peaceful demonstrations by a
UNM group protesting the use of
napalm in the VietNam war.
HAll weapons of war are basically inhuman, but napalm has an
emotional element unlike guns and
airplanes that rouses people to
demonstrate against its use," Seward said.
, "Dow makes over 800 different
products, and I wish that would
be recognized for the products we
manufacture that aid in treatment of disease, combating pollution, and feeding of people. Napalm production is less than onehal£ of one per cent of our total
indu:!!t:t'y," Seward said.
Dow manufactures magnesium
metal and aluminum extrusion
used in the construction of aircraft, fire-extinguishing agents
for airplanes, plastics, and var-

ious defoliants in contribution to
the war effort, Seward said. Dow
is under government contract to
produce nap11lm and is the United
States' only supplier of the jellylike explosive.
In reaction to the demonstrations staged by UNM students,
faculty members, and clergymen,
Seward said, "Dow respects the
right to protest peacefully. We
had no interference from anyone
in conducting our job interviews
on this campus.''
Maxwell H. Campbell, Pl!lcement Center director, said, "This
university believes that people
have the right to protest, and I
think this demonstration went off
very nicely.''
"Twelve Dow representatives
were on hand both days, and they
each had full schedules of interviews. Thirty-five interviews
were conducted, and we did not
have one missed appointment!'
Campbell added.
Vice-President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender said, "I
thought the demonstration went
off extremely well. I heard of no
positive moves to employ violent
tactics and I am very proud of
our students for conducting themselves so well.''
Bill Coleman, one of the organizers of the demonstration,
was pleased with the outcome of

WASHINGTON (CPS)-Fourfifths of the rtation's state col~
leges and universities have raised tuition, fees, and room and
board rates this year.
A report just issued by the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC) and the Association of State Colleges and Universities (ASCU) says, "There is
hardly a student in the country
who will pay as much for his
freshman year of college as he
will for his senior year.
"Tuition, fees, and room and
board charges are rising so fast

Every company operated PAINT POT store is
_pledged to meet or beat any verified price on
any article in our stock.
:~
STUDENTS. AND FACULTY will receive an additional I0 per cent savings from our . LOW DISCO.UNT prices not only on art supplies but on
every item including paint, glass, picture frames '.
etc.
PRESENT YOUR LD. CARD
'.
NOTE: Paint Pot DOES NOT, e~mphatically DOES
NOT raise the prices ius+ to show big discountsthat went .out of style when the government
cracked down on cer'tain unscrupulous car dealers years ago. It could happen in the art supply L.
business-but not at the Paint Pot. A word to the · ··
wise is sufficient.

'.
,.,.

'"

2515 4th St. NW
1617 Eub~nk NE
2723 San Mateo NE
1515 Central NE):<
Sanfa Fe- 557 Cordova Rd. *Just down from UNM

.'
',
~

Donald F. Wilkes of Albuquerque's Sandia Corp., the discoverer
of rolamite, a mechanical concept
described as "a:S basic as the
wheel," will speak in the Union
Theater at 7:30 tonight.
Wilkes, a mechanical engineering graduate of Washington State
University, will illustrate his
speech with a film, slides, and
models, and will answer ques-·
tions from the audience.
Rolamite haij an "almost pure
rolling state" which greatly reduces friction and requires little
lubrication. The concept involves
inserting two rollers into a flexible, S-shaped ·oand and putting
the curves of the band under tension. The rollers move easily along
the band when force is applied.
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and so often that today's state
university: s.enior ia paying about·
15 per cent more for his education ·
this year than he did as a freshman in 1964," the report adds.
And that's if you're an instate
student. Non-residents are paying 23 per cent more than they
did as freshmen.
The NASULGC represents
large state 11niversities and the
ASCU represents smaller state
collegeli/and universities.
The·lt~port shows a 6.5 per cent
increase in in-state tuition and
fees at NASULGC institutions,
from a medium of $330 last year

· A Viet Nam war referendum dents and members of the local
sponsored by the student govern- community will vote on whatever
ment National-International Af- resolutions are formulated.
John Balms, International Cenfairs Committee will be held on
tel'
director, said, "Hopefully by
the UNM campus beginning Monthe
end of the week we will have
day, Dec. 4.
some plans formulated for soluThe referendum will consist of
to the Viet Nam problem.
a week-long series of debates, tions
After the referendum votes are
discussions, and 01\en forums on tabulated, the results will be sent
the different phases of the Viet ll:o congressmen, senators, and
Nam war. The purpose of the ref- perhaps even the President.''
erendum is to establish a numAlert Center tele-lecture faciliber of proposed solutions to the ties will be used to contact officwar .and to better acquaint stu- ials of national organizations,
dents with its background.
such as Students For a DemoAt the end of the week stu- cratic Society, various govern·
ment spokesmen, UNM profesill\l\l\\\\\\\\\\ll\\\llll\\\llllllll\lllllll\lllllll\\\llll\llll\ll\\\llllllllllllllllllll\\\llllllilllll\\\lll\\\
sol•s1 and leaders of loeal patriotic
groups. State Senator Tom MorSpirit Dance
ris is expected to be on hand to
A dance featuring the Sideparticipate in the referendum.
"Students and the general pubwinders, national recording arlic are invited to take pal't in all
tists who have turned out such
of the debate and discussion seshits as, "Tears from Laughsions. We want to avoid hammere
ing'' and "Get Outta My Life,
ing on the same issues every day
Woman," will be held tomorand instead hit on as many facts
row night from 8-11:30 in the
as
possible," said Baltns.
.
Union Bnllroom. Mttsic will al·
Chades Miller, chairman of the
so be provided by the Bits and
National-International A f f n i r s
Pieces. The chaparrals and the
Committee, is handling arrangeUNM cheerleaders will be on
ments for the referendum in cohand to help raise spirit for
operation with the International
Saturday's televised game
Center and the Alert Center.
against the University of Wy·
All sessions during the referoming. Admission is 50 cents.
endum will be held in the Union.
\\\1\1\\lll\llllllllllllll\1111111\illlllllllllll\\\\\\\lllll\llllllllllllllllllllllll\llllllllllllllllllllllllll\ll
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Sandia Scientist
To Speak Tonight

Week-Long War Debates
To Start Monday, Dec. 4

ClrJDmii Clmii
NEAR YOU
....
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Donald F. Wilkes

To Propose Solutions

THERE IS A

~

the protest. "I think it was a tremendous effort. The protestors
didn't really expect to change
11nything, but we did create dialogue on campus, and people began to re-evaluate their thoughts
and stands on all sorts of issues.''

State Schools' Tuition Up

CAN'T BE UNDERSOLD

;
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Special 'Othello' Film
Scheduled for Nov. 9
A special performance of Sir
Laurence Olivier's controversial
interpretation of Shakespeare's
"Othello" will be seen in the Concert Hall Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m.
Lawrence Harvey's new film, of
"The Winter's Tale" and the
"Black Comedy" are scheduled
for Nov. 29 and Dec. 1 at 7:30
p.m.
Tickets for all performances
are now available at the Concert
Hall box office. General admission
is $2, and students' and children's
tickets are

EXICO . . . . OBO

: 37CO,/ 'g9
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to $3tl1.50 this year. Out-of-state
tuition- wen!; :up 8.4 per cent from
$784 to $850.
At ASCU institutions, instatetuition and fees rose £our per
cent, from $250 to $260. Out-ofstate tuition and fess rose nine
per cent from $550.50 to $600.
Room rates rose sharply at the
big schools, increasing 12 per cent
for men and 16.3 per cent for women. Room increases at the smaller colleges and board increases
generally were all slightly smaller.
The report says there are two
major reasons generally given by
institutions for fee increases:
-Failure by state governments
to appropriate sufficient funds for
higher education.
-Rising costs of :food, labor,
operation, and construction.
(Continued on page 6)

***
U. Above Average
In Student Fees
Land-Grant Schools
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UNM FACULTY MEMBERS took an active part in the two-day
demonstrations again11t Dow and napalm staged in front of the Placement Center. Shown on the Union Mall are Dr. -ea~~ol F. Schmidt,
(holding sign) professor of philosophy, aud Dr. l>llvi(l. M. Johnson,
assistant professor of English. Fifty to 60 l!ltudents, faculty mem'*
bers, and clergymen demonstrated on Tuesday and 40 demonstrated
on Wednesday. Protest leaders termed the dmonstration a tremondous
effort.

'

U. Hunters C-riticize

Laws, Lack of Game
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
Many UNM students - and
sportsmen in general-are growing more dissatisfied each year
with hunting regulations in the
once game-rich state of New
MIDtico.
This discontent seems to have
been building for some time and
has not yet reached its peak.
Each hunting season there seems
to a flurry of complaints and then
most thoughts about the problems,
hiberinate for another year.
The most frequent, and also the
most obvious, complaint is about
the ever-decreasing amount of
big game (deer, bear, elk, turkey,
etc.) in New Mexico. Deer are
the major topic of this story.
One UNM junior pinpoints the
major complaint when he says,
"It is 1·idiculous fo1· New Mexico
. to have doe seasons each year

when the amount of game seems
to be declining each year. There
are not enough deer in the state,
even without the doe seasons each
year.''
This observation conflicts with
the counts made by the state
game department which must in~
dicate that there are ample deer.._
in the state for the number of
hunters or there surely would not
be any legalized killing of does.
One old-time hunter comments,
''This state ought to have deer
and other wild game running all
through it, but it just isn't that
way. The game in New :Mexico
has dropped rapidly even in the
last five years.''
He too blames this on the opening of doe area!! in the state
where there is supposed to be art
abundance of game while other
(Continued on page 7)

UNM tuition and fee charges
are higher than the median for
the 99 member instiutions of the
National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (N ASULGC) to w h i c h
UNM belongs.
UNM's in-state tuition of $408
a year is 16.1 per cent above the
NASULGC median of $351; outof-state charges of $918 a year
are eight per cent higher than
the Association members' median
of $850.
A two-day seminar on "The be presented in three general seaRoom and board rates at UNM
of Design,'' to be held sions: the design process, design
Concept
are below the national median for
at
UNM
Nov. 17-181 will bring aids, and design application.
the large state universities which
top
engineers,
scientists, and in•
A summarizing panel consisting
make up the NASULGC. UNM's
dustrialists
from
all
sections
o£
of
the speakers, session chair$804 a year fo1• a double room is
th~ nation.
,
men,
and symposium chairmen
about eight per cent below the
The
seminar
is
sponsored
by
will
presen~
final alay.ses, and
average of reported medians for
the
New
Mexico
Section
of
the
the
yrocee?mgs
of t~e two-day
men and women.
'!fill.
be
pubhshed.
American
Society
of
Mechanical
semmar
UNM, unlike many colleges and
Engineers
and
the
UNM
college
•
The
obJectt':'es
of the symp?s~
universities, ·has standardized
mm, say offic1als, .are to clar!fY
room and board rates; it costs of Engineering.
the modern meanmg of design
the same for a room of the same
discipline, to introduce computer
All
sessions
of
the
seminar
will
type in any do1•m on campus. The be held in the Union Theater ex- aids curtently available to the deNASULGC statistics do not give cept a Friday night banquet which sign process, and to exhibit praca median figure for standatdized will be h'eld at the Western Skies tical applications of computerized
room and board rates, so the me•
tools employed by educatol's and
dians for men and women were Motor Hotel.
11
"The Concept of Design will industry in modern design.
averaged to make a comparison.

'Concept of Design' Is Seminar Topic
Meeting Planned at UNM Nov. 17-JB~·
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